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The Practical Christian Life: Living in the 
Two Kingdoms and their Divine Institutions

Introduction

We begin our study with the understanding that we will traverse 
back and forth from elementary to intermediate and possibly 
into advanced theological considerations with regard to the 
subject at hand. That subject is the theology of the two 
kingdoms and their divine institutions with their unique 
protocols which God established for man’s perpetuity, both on 
earth and in eternity and how we are to live within them, day by 
day.

When God created the world with humanity as its executive, it 
was not without an architecture. This design - God’s plan for 
humanity’s establishment and perpetuity - unfolds and reveals 
itself in the Scriptures.
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What is meant by protocol(s)? 

Protocol refers to a code and/or regulation for proper 
conduct. And in his Word - the Bible - God has provided 
just that:

For humanity as a whole – that is pertaining to this world, 
which is identified as the left kingdom.

For the church – that is pertaining to the spiritual kingdom 
which is identified as the right kingdom.

For each of the above God has provided protocols. And 
for both the left and right kingdoms, we will discover the 
protocols and plan of God are not always the same and in 
fact, at times, they are very distinct. We will observe the 
set of protocols in one kingdom (or each institution within 
the kingdom) cannot be imported into or imposed onto 
the other and when this does occur, the results are from 
mild injury to total calamity and never good or fitting, 
even when the degree of harm is not great.
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Ex: When a person is born again he or she is said to be “in 
Christ”.  And with respect to our relationship to Christ, God 
reveals to us through the great Apostle Paul in Galatians 3:28

(NASB):
28 There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free 
man, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in 
Christ Jesus.

This divine appraisal - that believers are all viewed by Christ 
without anthropological (human and/or genetic) distinction but 
with equal spiritual opportunity and access to divine assets - is 
wonderful. However, this value is limited to its stated context.

And that context is?

The individual Christian’s relationship with Christ and its 
spiritual expression.
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Unfortunately, this is one of the many Bible passages 
people have misused and have attempted to prescribe to 
the left kingdom and its institutions.

Imagine this being prescribed to the divine institution of 
marriage. That would make marriage impossible, 
practically speaking, since we no longer have any gender 
recognition which is essential for the two offices of 
marriage. Or think about all of the great American Indian 
nation-tribes such as the Cherokee. They could not exist 
as a nation without such anthropological/genetic 
properties being both valid and functionally real.

Therefore, when we discuss the protocols of God for 
humanity we have to understand the context for their 
proper prescription and application which includes 
limitations, if any. Which is why we are studying this topic.

If you desire to construct a life based on the Bible, it is not 
a matter of merely being saved but living saved which 
means living doctrinally in all areas of life. This begins 
with how we understand and think which sets the stage 
for how we carry out our lives.
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What is meant by perpetuity and specifically, man’s 
perpetuity?

Perpetuity refers to a continued state of being. With regard to 
man, God created him without sin to live eternally but as well, 
immediately on earth, alive in a human body to exist with other 
humans in various forms of community. In order for man to 
prevail as God intended, God instituted or established 
organizational forms designed to protect and prosper mankind, 
physically, psychologically, socially and spiritually, resulting in 
God’s intended perpetuity of man, particularly after the fall 
where man’s instant spiritual death and eventual physical death 
came upon him.  

Thus, as we learn about these the two kingdoms and their divine 
institutions we will discover that attacks against them are 
encroachments and assaults against God’s plan for mankind. 
Additionally, we will discover it is incumbent upon all of 
humanity, especially believers, to participate in and engage with 
these institutions in a benevolent and doctrinally informed 
fashion. 

Further, we will observe that all divine institutions have a 
Biblically prescribed authority, scope/purpose and duration and 
anything outside such parameters is disqualified. In other words, 
divine institutions have deliberate principles for their formation 
and function as well as limited reach and power. 
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From the Beginning

We note from God’s inauguration of humanity, man was given -
by God - protocols for his existence. Those protocols are wide 
ranging and begin with the context of one’s own life and its self-
regulation for which each person will answer, individually, before 
God. Moreover, these divine protocols include matters of 
marriage and how it is to be constructed, family and the 
establishment of a state by peoples with its government and so 
on.

These are recognized as divine institutions as opposed to human 
institutions, which are created by man for his purposes 
(sometimes for divine purposes but still, human institutions). 
Most theologians, in referencing divine institutions, will vary on 
how they are identified but generally agree upon the ones 
distinguished in this series, with some proprietary modifications. 
Thus, what we will cover falls well within orthodox Protestant 
Reformed Lutheran doctrine, though not necessarily found 
arranged or articulated precisely in the manner this class will 
offer.

So now we begin our exploration regarding The Two Kingdoms 
and their Divine Institutions.
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The Two Kingdoms

The Book of Concord in Article XVI: Of Political Order (originally 
published in 1580 and the doctrinal standard for the Lutheran 
Church), affirms Martin Luther’s presentation of God’s construct 
of the world (taken from his message on Two Kinds of 
Righteousness) as reflected in the Scriptures with the 
expression, “The Two Kingdoms” (originally formulated by 
Luther as “Two Governments”). On the left is/are the 
government(s) of the world and on the right, the government of 
God’s Kingdom/the spiritual kingdom, i.e. the church which is 
guarded, governed and advanced through the church, herself.

Philipp Melanchthon, a layman contemporary and collaborator 
with Luther, further refined this theological view by way of the 
Law and Gospel paradigm emphasized by Luther and embraced 
by the Lutheran Church and used widely in the Book of Concord 
as a means of understanding Scripture, in stating that not only 
are there two kingdoms but the church should not rule 
civic/worldly governments and civic/worldly governments 
should not rule the church, specifically saying they (governments 
of the world) should “not have anything to do with the salvation 
of souls.”
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Thus, the Lutheran Church led the way to a greater and more 
accurate understanding of the distinction between civic 
government(s) and that of the church. Further, the Lutheran 
Church also affirmed and refined the church’s understanding of 
the governments of marriage and of family with their unique 
and separate authorities of which no other authorities had the 
right to dissolve or disrupt, against the will of its executives.

And it is upon this very basis, this doctrinal enlightenment, 
which more free governments were formed and which 
separated, rightly so, church and state. 

However, this is not to say The Book of Concord or Martin Luther 
and the Lutheran fathers, by any means, did not view 
government as either godless or unbounded by Scripture. It is 
quite clear that governments are obliged to heed and follow the 
directives of Scripture regarding just rule and moral guardianship 
and so on. Rather, what Luther and the fathers communicated 
was that divine protocols for government, while bound to the 
moral policing and national welfare of its citizens, do not intend 
a theocracy to be formed or that society be ruled by the church 
and vice versa. 
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Men must be free to form the kind of government necessary for 
the people it represents and its citizens, pagan and Christian, are 
obliged to obey it apart from its attempt to lead us to violate our 
consciences before God regarding what is right, true and good 
and commanded from God (BOC Article XVI: Of Political Order). 

So now we have our construct for the study of the two kingdoms 
and their divine institutions;

The left kingdom – the kingdom of the world with a number of 
divine institutions each possessing governmental structure.

The right kingdom – the kingdom of God, the spiritual kingdom, 
the church, which is its own singular divine institution with a 
governmental structure. 

But before we delve into the main portion of the class there is a 
matter of fundamental essence, an indispensable preface if you 
will, critical for understanding the two kingdoms and their divine 
institutions which a disciple of God’s Word must grasp in order 
for that student to fully understand and appreciate the 
kingdoms and their divine institutions with regard to God’s plan 
and how they are to operate. 

The matter is twofold; first it involves understanding what an 
institution is, and particularly a divine institution, and second, an 
accurate and thorough grasp of the concepts of authority and 
subordination.
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What is an Institution and Particularly a Divine Institution?

Institution – an institution is the establishment of a body of 
values, ideals and principles and so on, which form a construct 
based on the affinity or relationship of its values (most 
important to least important) which has some form of 
governmental design for its implementation. 

Institutions generally are closed systems (though related to, 
interacting and sharing values with other institutions). By 
“closed” we mean that an institution has a bounded periphery 
of authority and subordination, scope and purpose and 
duration, all of which has in in view not only how it will function 
overall but as well, qualifications for membership and 
participation in its system, and even further, protocols for 
cooperative associations and the means of identifying threats to 
its existence both philosophically and materially.
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Finally, and possibly most critically, is the reality that all 
institutions, while possessing and being founded upon a stated 
value system, cannot be maintained or perpetuate themselves 
without a government, i.e., one or more persons acting to 
administrate the system through regulation and enforcement. 
This is because values and principles are not self-disposed. 
Ideals, values or principles cannot act on their own; they are not 
people, they are just values, ideals and principles. Their 
arrangement, application and enforcement require people, thus, 
authority or an authority structure along with a subordinate 
body in order for institutional protocols to be a carried out, 
which we will cover shortly.

Simplified

An Institution is the formation of a construct based on one or 
more principles/values which are carried out by means of its 

authority structure and cooperative subordinate subjects.
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Divine Institution vs Human Institutions

Now that we understand what an institution is we must ask 
ourselves, what is the difference between a divine institution
and a human institution? The answer is rather plain.

Divine institutions are established by God.

Human institutions are established by man.

Divine Institutions – In this study we will identify the following 
divine institutions:

• Self or the Individual

• Marriage

• Family

• Civic Government/ Establishmentarianism

• The Theocracy of Israel

• The Church
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Human Institutions – let’s compare the divine institutions just 
mentioned to some human institutions to help us in our 
understanding of their differences. 

The Red Cross

The YMCA and YWCA

The NFL

How about…

This Sunday school class? 

CRU – Campus Crusade for Christ?

Wycliffe Translators?

The Values of an Institution

If we do not understand the value system of an institution 
including its authority/subordination structure, scope/purpose 
and intended duration, (whether a divine institution or a human 
one), we lose perspective and understanding regarding its intent 
in our lives and in the lives of others and distort its placement 
and frankly, dispossess of ourselves the capacity to properly 
participate in any such institutions .
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As stated earlier, all institutions must have one or more persons 
vested with the responsibility of the arrangement, application 
and enforcement of an institution’s policies and protocols and 
this comes via the existence of authority.

What is authority? 

Fundamentally, authority is the legal power to rule.

It is essential to understand authority with respect to its cause 
and legitimacy because in order for authority to exist, it must 
have principles to which it adheres which necessitate its 
existence in the first place. If there is no body of principles then 
there is no system to administer thus, no authority can be 
created in a void.
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This means authority has boundaries (and any authority which is 
outside of legality, while it may be charismatic and demonstrate 
the ability to lead, is not real authority, rather rebellion and an 
attempt to overthrow legitimate authority which generally is 
accomplished through manipulating the weak). Thus, it has a 
limited reach and outside of this periphery its authority ends. 

So, if an authority source attempts to exercise itself beyond its 
legal bounds, it may and usually must, be repelled by other 
proper authorities. This understanding of the role and function 
of authority is critical to its proper fulfillment.

Authority may exist in a single person such as in a monarchy or it 
may exist in several persons like an oligarchy or a medium sized 
business or it may exist in a sophisticated and complicated 
manner such as in a republic, possessing various forms of 
representation in its government and multiple subordinate 
bodies to carry out national and state policies. But authority is 
real and necessary for any and all institutions, divine or human.

Again, authority is the legal right or power to rule.
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Subordination

What is subordination?

Subordination is the legal status or obligation of being subject to 
the rule of another.

As with authority, one must properly understand the role of 
subordination in order to appreciate its role/function which 
enables the subject of subordination to appropriately carry out 
mandates from authority without offense to one’s ego or 
challenge to valid authority. And like authority, subordination’s 
legitimacy must be established by way of valid principles which 
prescribe its necessity and obligation. 

Individuals and groups are both subjects of authority and must 
learn to function as subordinates. At times the task is a simple 
solo act of obedience but at other times, it is a cumulative effort 
which requires a body of individuals who collectively, by the 
greatest majority, defer to shared policies and protocols in order 
to achieve and maintain the objective of an institution to which 
they belong.

The opposite of legitimate authority and subordination is 
tyranny and anarchy, respectively.
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One of the greatest challenges facing our country but not unique 
to history, is a growing narcissistic and ego-centric collective 
majority. Instead of searching for, learning and then acquiescing 
to principles of good, better and best with regard to public policy 
we have a population which has been undulating for sometime 
in a very self-loving or self-aggrandizing fashion which puts 
immediate demands, sectarian demands and special interests as 
primary thus, relegating greater general objectives and social 
needs as secondary.

The result of all of this is a frantic and polarizing disposition in 
our population, both in leadership and the citizenry, who cannot 
reason together effectively and refuse to subordinate to high 
principles preferring, instead, the lower common denominators.

God and the Concepts of Authority and Subordination

One might exclaim this is all good and well but what about the 
Bible and authority/subordination? Does God agree with the 
concepts of authority and subordination? 

(Glad you asked because these principles on authority and 
subordination were derived from observing how God functions in 
the Scriptures and his overall treatment of the matter. This is 
true, too, of the concept of institutions which will become self-
evident as we move along, for now we will only stop to illustrate 
authority as it relates to God and what was just presented).
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The Concepts of Authority and Subordination – both originate 
with God and are not the product of human philosophy. Romans 

13:1 states (ESV):

Let every person be subject to the governing authorities. For 
there is no authority except from God, and those that exist have 
been instituted by God.

God the Son Yielding to the will of God the Father 

Ex: John 6: 38 (ESV) – God the Son submitting to the authority of 
God the Father:

“For I have come down from heaven, not to do my own will but 
the will of him who sent me.”
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Suggested here is the Holy Spirit yielding to directives from God 
the Son

One cannot be sent unless a directive is given and one cannot 
give a directive without the legal seat of authority.

Ex: The Holy Spirit being given directives by God the Son and 
carrying them out – John 15:26 (ESV):

“But when the Helper comes, whom I will send to you from the 
Father, the Spirit of truth, who proceeds from the Father, he will 
bear witness about me”.

What you will discover, then, is that authority is a legal and 
administrative matter, *not a personal one. Personally, 
ontologically or existentially, God the Father, Son and Holy Spirit 
are equal without exception. Yet, we see our one God expressed 
in his three persons functioning, at times, in an administratively 
hierarchical manner without offense to their divinity.
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*Qualifier – God’s authority does originate with his person 
because he is blameless and perfectly just. What is in view with 
the Godhead is the function of authority among the co-equal 
persons of the Godhead, i.e., its mechanics. And among humans 
who are all no less human and fallen than the next, our 
authority positions too, are not personal but administrative.

It is true with regard to marriage, for example, part of the cause 
of male headship lies within the husband’s gender properties 
but that is not an issue of “better than” with regard to value but 
one of design and strength as opposed to the design and 
strengths of a wife and feminine properties given to her.

Next Week we will start our examination of the kingdom on the 
left and its various divine institutions. As revealed earlier we will 
cover the following divine institutions:

• Self or the Individual 

• Marriage

• Family

• Civic Government/ Establishmentarianism

• The Theocracy of Israel

• The Church 
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Our examination of these will cover their Biblical authority 
structure, their scope/purpose and intended duration along with 
each one’s special and unique Biblical protocols which will 
enable us to understand their appropriate context. Thus, we will 
discover why one divine institution cannot superimpose its 
Biblical policy and protocols upon another, how they interact 
with one another and how you are to function while existing in 
one or more of these divine institutions whether by themselves 
simultaneously in two or more and which one must give 
deference to the other, if at all and if so, how and why.


